Implementation of the Electronic Medical Record based on the Theory of the Innovation Diffusion: a case study
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ABSTRACT
Objective: To analyze the diffusion of the Electronic Medical Record of the Citizen within family health teams at a district in the West Region of Minas Gerais State. Method: A case study, qualitative approach, based on the Innovation Diffusion Theory. We carried out 17 structured interviews with professionals and observations of the daily routine of eight family health teams that used the Electronic Medical Record of the Citizen (EMRC). Data were analyzed by means of Content Analysis, the Thematic-Categorical modality. Results: The participants identified the Electronic Medical Record of the Citizen as more advantageous than the previous technology – compatible with their needs, not a complex technology. Despite the short experimentation period, the results and the contributions of this technology were acknowledged. Conclusion: Over its diffusion period, the Electronic Medical Record of the Citizen has been proving to be a potentially able innovation to transform daily activities, furthering receptive attitudes. Nevertheless, there are fragile situations to be overcome. Descriptors: Electronic Health Records; Innovations Diffusion; Family Health Strategy.

RESUMO

RESUMEN
Objetivo: analizar la difusión del “Prontuário Eletrônico do Cidadão” (Historial Clínico Eletrônico del Ciudadano) en equipos de salud de la familia de un municipio de la región oeste del estado brasileño de Minas Gerais. Método: estudio de caso, enfoque cualitativo, basado en la teoría de la difusión de la innovación. Se llevaron a cabo 17 entrevistas estructuradas con profesionales y observaciones de la vida laboral diaria de 8 equipos de salud de la familia que participan en el uso del historial clínico electrónico del ciudadano. Los datos se analizaron por medio del análisis de contenido, modalidad temática categorial. Resultados: los participantes reconocieron que el historial clínico electrónico del ciudadano es más ventajoso que la tecnología anterior: compatible con sus necesidades, no es una tecnología compleja. A pesar del corto tiempo de experimentación, ya se han reconocido los resultados y las contribuciones de la tecnología. Conclusión: el historial clínico electrónico del ciudadano, en su proceso de difusión, se ha configurado como una innovación potencialmente transformadora en la vida laboral cotidiana, favoreciendo su aceptación. Sin embargo, hay puntos débiles que superar. Descriptores: Registros Electrónicos de Salud; Difusión de Innovaciones; Estrategia Salud de la Familia.
INTRODUCTION

In Brazil, the Primary Health Care – PHC is currently going through a computer-aided process identified as e-SUS Basic Attention (e-SUS AB), meant to re-structure information and the Information System in Health, aimed at one single electronic Health System. The process is expected to lead to the individualization of the users’ data, the integration of the entire national SIS, the elimination of re-working of records and the optimization of the working process\(^1\).

For this national strategy, one of the technologies being introduced is the Electronic Medical Record of the Citizen – EMRC –, a software system that allows health professionals to develop the care management providing assertive decisions. Furthermore, the EMRC is also expected to provide support for both the planning and the programming of local actions, as well as agenda organization and the assistance flow for the users.

In this sense, the international experiences of implementation of electronic devices in the PHS confirm expectations posed on the EMRC being introduced in Brazil. Some studies proved that the electronic medical record assigns agility to assistance procedures, reduces information records mistakes as well as the working load of the administrative team. Information are more organized, can be read and shared more easily, thus optimizing the follow-up of patients\(^2\). Furthermore, the EMRC helps when prescribing medicines and may reduce risks to the patients’ safety, preventing adverse events\(^3,4\). The professionals’ perceptions about the technology, deficiencies involving the access to the internet (connectivity) and the lack of capability of those who deal with the technology affect its functionalities\(^5\).

In the context of Brazilian PHC, EMRC represents a technological innovation with the potential to promote changes to the daily work and the behavior of both the health professionals and the patients. The innovation may be considered an idea, a process, an object or a technology that is perceived as new or still unknown by the individuals\(^6\). Therefore, the success of the EMRC as an innovation depends on being used daily in PHC activities, as well as being accepted by those who shall use it in the future and their motivations.

An innovation carries “attributes” that might influence its diffusion, affecting either its acceptance or its rejection by those who will use it. Attributes are characteristics that are exclusive of the innovation itself: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, experimentation and possibility of being perceived\(^6\). Such attributes are commonly used to elucidate acceptance or rejection determinants of innovations in experiences of incorporation of electronic medical records\(^7,8,9\).

Therefore, considering an innovation meant to support the computerization of the PHC in a continental country such as Brazil, one must understand how its diffusion is taking place, leading to its acceptance or rejection. Studies on the diffusion of the EMRC are vital to elucidate situations that might harm the health teams in the process of acceptance of this technology, risking potential benefits its use may lead to. In this sense, the present research is guided by the following question: “How the EMRC has been diffused among Family Health Teams (FHTs)?” In this article, we try to analyze the diffusion of EMRC among family health teams of a municipality in the West Region of Minas Gerais State.

METHOD

A case study with qualitative approach, based on the Theory of Innovation Diffusion (TID)\(^6\). We use the “attributes” of an innovation that potentiates its acceptance or rejection in the diffusion process (Figure 1).

The scenery of the research was defined to be the FHTs (Family Health Teams) of a municipality in the West Region of Minas Gerais State, in Brazil. That was an intentional choice, as the local process of implementation and use of the EMRC was just starting out. In that municipality, 18 family health teams assist 59% of the population. The following inclusion criteria were defined for the EMRC selection: teams at the initial stage of the EMRC implementation process; and teams whose members already used the EMRC in their daily work. The analysis of an innovation at the initial stage of implementation helps understanding its diffusion process among those who shall adopt a social system in the future\(^6\).

Once those criteria were defined, one of the 18 FHTs selected was excluded, as the professionals were not using the EMRC. Next, we carried out
a random lottery to define the sequence of 17 eligible FHTs that would take part in the data collection. For those 17 FHTs selected to build up the board of participants of the study, the following inclusion criteria were defined: professionals who already used the EMRC; who were present at the Basic Health Unit (BHU) at the moment data were collected; and who did accept to take part in the study. The exclusion criteria were: professionals out on vacation, out in leave, not present at the unit at the moment data were collected, besides those who did not use the EMRC. Furthermore, data saturation technique was used to close the sample of participants\(^{11}\). Thus, saturation was achieved with the number of professionals at the seventeenth interview. All 17 participants were codified according to their professional category and their respective number, followed by the FHT code they worked with. The group of 17 participants was composed by four medical doctors, six nurses, three nursing technicians and four dentists.

In order to save participants’ anonymity, the following coding systematics was assigned: the professional category and its respective numbering, followed by the coding of the family health team he/she took part of. Data collection was carried out from November, 2018, to March, 2019. We realized structured interviews and direct observation, non-participant. Both evidence sources were built up based on the innovation attributes, as defined by the Theory of Diffusion and Innovation (TDI) (Figure 2).

Data were collected after participants did receive the Term of Free and Explained Consent (TFEC). The collection took place in day shift, at the participants’ working location, and previously scheduled. Interviews were carried out in a private room, in the presence of just the researcher and the participant, and the audio was taped, with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation attributes</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>Perception that the innovation is advantageous when compared to previous practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>Perception that the innovation is compatible with values, beliefs and needs, either individual or of a specific group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Perception that the innovation is hard to understand and to implement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>An innovation may be tried on by future users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility to be observed</td>
<td>The outcomes of an innovation can be noticed since its implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** – Attributes and their definitions based on the Theory of Innovation Diffusion. Brazil, 2019  
Source: Developed by the authors, 2019.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation attributes</th>
<th>Questions of interviews /Items of observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Relative advantage    | Question: Tell me about the advantages perceived with the adoption of EMRC  
Observation: Changes perceived by the researcher to the work since the EMRC was introduced. |
| Compatibility         | Question: Tell me about the adequacy of the EMRC to your working demands,  
Observation: Compatibility of the EMRC regarding the needs of both the professionals and the service. |
| Complexity            | Question: Did you face any difficulty to understand or use the EMRC?  
Observation: Difficulties observed when using EMRC. Expressions or dialogues that suggest the presence or absence of doubts regarding the innovation. |
| Experimentation        | Question: When the EMRC was adopted at the unit, did you have a testing period? During that period, there were changes, adaptations or modifications? |
| Possibility of observation | Question: In your opinion, what results did the EMRC bring to your daily work?  
Observation: Influences that may be observed on the professionals’ daily work when using the EMRC. |

**Figure 2** – Itinerary for questions of interviews and items of observation according to the Innovation Attributes. Divinópolis, MG, Brazil, 2019  
Source: Developed by the authors, 2019.
the interviewee’s consent. The professionals were observed on three typical days of one working week at each FHT, when using the EMRP. Over five months of collection, 224 observation hours were carried out. Observations were recorded in a field diary and produced Observation Notes (ON).

Data collected were submitted to a Content Analysis, The Thematic Category modality\(^{(12)}\). At the first stage – the pre-analysis –, a “flowing” reading took place: the first contact with the interviews and observations submitted to analysis. Later on, the material was prepared. At the second stage – the phase of material exploration –, the record units were codified, producing the sense nuclei (interpretations of the researcher based on the theoretical system of references). At this second stage, the sense nuclei were allocated into categories that were previously defined based on the Innovation Attributes established at the TDI: Relative Advantage; Compatibility; Complexity; Experimentation; Possibility to be observed. The previous categorization is also a possibility in the Content Analysis\(^{(12)}\).

At the third stage of the process of content analysis – the results treatment –, gross results were interpreted so as to make them meaningful and valid, respecting the inference of interviews and observations, as well as the interpretation of concepts and propositions. The study followed Resolution 466/2012 by the National Health Council, and was approved by the Ethic Committee in Research of the Federal University of São João Del Rei, under Report Nr. 3,297,521.

**RESULTS**

**Relative advantage: contribution of the Electronic Medical Report of the Citizen (EMRC) when compared to entry registers on paper**

Concerning the attribute “relative advantage”, interviewees reported that the EMRC provides information organization:

> [...] as formerly medical records on paper could be lost [...] (ENF1-ESFA).

Another advantage was agility in the assistance:

> [...] you are already at the computer, typing. One is already dropping information at that very moment. It’s very fast [...] (D4-ESFF).

The credibility of information entered into the EMRC was also mentioned as an advantage by the professionals:

> [...] for legal purposes, it is much more reliable than on paper [...] For instance, one patient called the office of the auditor complaining about lack of attention, claiming there was no attention at all. I printed everything in the EMRC and sent to the auditor. [...] (ENF4-ESFD).

Professionals felt safer when recording data on electronic media, as the access to the system requires a password:

> [...] I think the EMRC is more worthy than the written alternative. Writing on paper is at anyone’s reach. But as it is on your Login, on your data, I believe it is more difficult for anyone to try to do anything else [...] (TENF3-ESFD).

The agility when recording provided by the EMRC was also mentioned as a relative advantage: (ENF6-ESF).

**Compatibilities and incompatibilities of the Electronic Medical Record of the Citizen regarding the daily work**

As to the attribute “compatibility”, some professionals pointed out that the EMRC is compatible with their working needs:

> [...] They are perfectly compatible. Everything we need is in the program [...] (ENF6-ESFF).

Other interviewees also remarked the compatibility of the EMRC when considering the need to systematize the assistance, besides fulfilling requirements of specific councils of professionals, such as the nursing:

> [...] COREN (Regional Council of Nursing) firmly requires the systematization in nursing. It is quite similar in the SOAP with the systematization method. You have data
collection, nursing diagnosis and prescription [...] (ENF4-ESFD).

On the other hand, some functionalities of the EMRC do not match the professionals’ working reality, mainly the daily work on Basic Attention, producing incompleteness and the need to keep on recording some things on paper:

[...] for me, the more prejudiced field is the procedure field. For instance, cerume remotion is a very usual procedure in primary attention, and you do not find it in the EMRC [...] (D2-ESFC).

Another participant remarks:

[...] some things are lacking, we register them on paper, separately [...] (D3-ESFE).

Problems have also occurred involving the internet (connectivity) that did harm the work of the professionals, affecting the relationship with the patients:

[...] There were times we’ve come to assist the patient and as you try to enter the system, the signal (internet) is already down, and this somehow disturbs the work (M2-ESFB).

This situation reinforces the co-existence between the use of both technology and paper in the daily work of the professionals:

[...] not even the EMRC did operate, as they were undergoing maintenance. Even more when it rains. That is one more reason for me to use the written medical record, on paper. Because one cannot trust [...] (ENF5-ESFE).

Moreover, some professionals highlighted the extra time at the computer, to the detriment of the assistance itself:

[...] the difficult part is for you to be at the computer all day long. At this very moment, you are getting LRE (Lesion for Recurrent Effort), and you could be with the patient instead [...] (TENF2-ESFA).

Another participant remarks:

[...] my big issue today when using the EMRC does not involve the program itself, it has to do with ergonomics. Due to the position at the computer, the table size, the mouse [...] (D2-ESFC).

Observing the flow of assistances to patients since the EMRC was introduced, we did often hear professionals arguing about “system laziness”, “hardware jammed”, which led to delays when assisting users of the service, “conflicts and professional unsatisfaction, thus weakening the use of the EMRC (ON).

Complexities related to the Electronic Medical Report of the Citizen and its use

The attribute “complexity” was related at first with difficulties concerning the comprehension of some items required by the program during the procedure of recording information:

[...] the EMRC requires an input choice that sometimes is not clear for me (ENF2-ESFB);

Another participant confirms: [...] if I do record [the information] in the EMRC just as assistance, does it go straight to the CDS, for invoicing? And what about the monthly productivity? [...] (M2-ESFB).

Fragilities concerning the qualification process to use the EMRC also contributed to make its operation more complex:

[...] because we lack qualification, we actually have to learn by ourselves, and sometimes it is very difficult [...] Situations like erasing, deleting, inactivating one family, we are not learning (M1-ESFA).

Some professionals faced difficulties to exclude information from the EMRC. They would ask the unit nurse for help, and many times she would face difficulties as well, and would say: “I’ll call the central office” (ON).

Another interviewee reported:
[...] there was a meeting there, they passed on for us [...] we couldn’t understand a thing [...] then we go on trying to find out how things work [...] (ENF1- ESFA).

The lack of qualification of departments responsible for the implementation process of the EMRC was also mentioned by the participant:

[...] no one came from the ministry, no one came from the regional department to prepare the staff. There was no one, we didn’t have that [...] (ENF4- ESFD).

The acknowledgement by the professionals that the EMRC is extensive and detailed also contributed to enlarge the perception of its complexity:

[...] it is a very extensive medical record, plenty with details. So that’s what makes it complicated [...] (M3- ESFC); [...] I consider it very extensive, very detailed. Those parts on subjective, objective evaluation, they could be more concise [...] (ENF3- ESFC).

The remarks also endorsed the interviews findings: qualification fragilities; the EMRC considered too extensive and requiring too many information and time for one to enter the records; professionals’ difficulties to understand the items to be filled in the EMRC. At the end, all those situations increased the time the patients would wait for assistance (ON).

Experimentation as a short adaptation period

During the observation period, we often heard professionals mention the lack of a testing period when they could have tried the program and expressed their opinion about possibilities of adequation to the actual demands of the daily work at the Basic Attention. Instead, they had just a short adaptation period. This situation was related during the interviews as well:

[...] we had no adaptation period. It had to be fast, we could not even talk about what should be changed, adapted, improved [...] (D3- ESFE); [...] I do not even consider that a testing period, as from the very first moment we were told: start using it because we are abandoning paper, it is the government’s determination [...] (ENF6- ESFF).

Possibility to be observed: contributions of the Electronic Medical Record of the Citizen to integrate the patients’ information to the attendance network and among professionals

As to the attribute “possibility to be observed”, professionals at first reported that the EMRC was already providing the integration of the attendance network:

[...] the patient saw a doctor here, if he/she goes to another unit, the doctor can access his/her information, his/her history will be there. [...] (ENF5- ESFE). The integration goes beyond the assistance points of the network in that municipality: the patient is cared for as a whole, no matter if he/she is here in Formiga, in Divinópolis or in Belo Horizonte [...] (M1- ESFA).

The information integration can also be observed among health professionals:

[...] with the EMRC I need no more to go to the medical report, this was no longer that ordinary medical report. Ours remained here, the doctor’s remained at the reception, and there was also the nurse’s report. (ENF5- ESFE). Another interviewee confirms: [...] all in one single place, you enter the consultation, pressure and weight. Now procedures are no longer bureaucratic, everything is integrated [...] (ENF4- ESFD).

Interviewees also observed as a result of the EMRC the easiness to recover information, making assistance more agile and contributing with the patients’ follow-up:

[...] you have quick access to medicines prescriptions, need no longer to be looking for them on paper. You just reprint to update medical prescriptions for accompanied diabetic and hypertensive patients [...] (M4- ESFG).

The EMRC was acknowledged as a fundamental and indispensable working tool:
We now depend on it. Today it is fundamental in our work [...] (M1- ESFA); [...] in my reality, I can no longer imagine our work without the EMRC [...] (ENF3- ESFC).

In this sense, we observe that, among the changes provoked by the introduction of the EMRC, contributions that potentize its acceptance prevail (ON). Nevertheless, there are also fragilities related to the EMRC that potentize its rejection, as shown in Figure 3.

**DISCUSSION**

The analysis of the EMRC diffusion based on its attributes (Relative Advantage, Compatibility, Complexity, Experimentation, Possibility to be observed) reveals contributions of the technology favoring its adoption among professionals. Nevertheless, fragilities also emerged related to the EMRC attributes, potentiating its rejection.

Concerning the attribute “relative advantage”, the EMRC has been acknowledged as more advantageous that procedures on paper, particularly when it comes to the information organization, the agility to record and restore information, credibility and information safety, and the legal support granted by the registration of the assistance provided to the users. In this sense, the acknowledgement of the advantages provided by the innovation adds to the adoption of the EMRC, as professionals will adopt an innovation if they realize it may offer advantages on previous practices(9,13). The adoption of technological innovations is potentized when a technology proves to be better than the previous one(7).

The compatibility of the EMRC with both the professionals’ and the patients’ demands is another advancement related to the innovation. The attribute “compatibility” highlights the consistence of an innovation regarding the existing social and technical environment(6). The better a innovation integrates or coexists with existing values, the previous experience and the needs of potential adopters, the larger will be its perspectives of diffusion and adoption(6,14). In this sense, the EMRC proved compatible with the reality of the PHC, only lacking some blanks required that were not considered in the software, and that may be corrected in future versions. As it starts being introduced, a technological innovation does not behave as a definite product: it goes through adaptations over the time, as it is used and changed to fulfill the users’ needs in their daily work(14).

The results of the EMRC observed on the daily work were also acknowledged: the integration of the patients’ information to the attendance network and among the professionals, the more agile assistance and the systematization of the follow-up of patients, turning the EMRC into an indispensable working tool. The results identified potentizes the quality of the assistance, the care management and the patients’ safety(15,16).

As to the EMRC diffusion, we did verify as well fragilities related to their attributes, potentiating...
the rejection to the innovation. First, we identified the need to widen the access to the internet, the connectivity, the furniture availability and the adequate infrastructure to maintain the technology in perfect conditions to be used. The national plan for the implementation of the EMRC includes the availability of computers and printers in attendance areas, besides access to the internet and stable connectivity\(^1\). Brazil faces deficit in the communication area: the access to the internet and the connectivity are barriers for the diffusion of technological innovations in the health area, due to high costs and unviable network conditions\(^17\). Besides, in distant localities, such as rural areas, the access to the internet is even more difficult, and the connectivity speed is less than what would be required, situations that are typical of Brazilian scenery\(^18\).

Another fragility verified was related to the software of the EMRC and the suitability to work demands provided in PHC services. Blanks to enter necessary information produced in daily work are missing, and there are too many items to be registered, some of them not understood by the professionals. Worsened by the insufficient experimentation period, such situations turn the innovation into a complex one and potentize its rejection. The evaluation by EMRC users adds to the improvement of its functionalities and, consequently, to its adoption. The innovation should not be just a technical ability: users should try and evaluate the innovation prior to its implementation\(^19,20\).

As to restrains involved in the present research, its results are to be applicable to the scenery under analysis, not open for generalizations. Nevertheless, its originality may contribute for the continuity of the process of diffusion of the innovation EMRC.

**CONCLUSION**

The analysis of the diffusion process of the EMRC based on its attributes revealed it is more advantageous than the previous technology, is compatible with the users’ needs, is not perceived as a complex technology and, despite the short experimentation period, its results and contributions for the daily work can be perceived by the professionals: information organization; agility to record and restore information; credibility, safety of information and legal backing provided by the systematized registration; integration of information to the assistance network and among professionals; agile assistance and systematization of patients follow-up.

Nevertheless, the analysis of the EMRC diffusion based on its attributes did reveal fragilities as well, and they must be overcome: the EMRC carries incompatibilities regarding needs of the professionals; access and connectivity to the internet in the context analyzed are restricted; there are infrastructure and furniture deficiencies that compromise the diffusion; influences on the relationship professional-patient that potentize resistances; the fragile qualification process and the lack of experimentation make the use of the innovation and the comprehension of its functionalities more difficult. Those fragilities have been contributing for the professionals’ perception that the innovation is complex, thus leading to possible rejections.
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